Editorial Desk

Momentum Continues……..

Dear Readers,

I am extremely pleased to inform you that we have successfully completed our first year as an open access medical and dental journal in this highly competitive world of medical journal publishing. Perfect as the wing of a bird may be, it will never enable the bird to fly if unsupported by the air. We are thankful to our members of the Editorial board, the Section Editors, and the Editorial team and reviewers for their constant untiring efforts and support in making 2013 a good year for the Journal of Advanced Medical and Dental Sciences Research.


We are proud to inform our readers that more than 250 authors have been registered in our journal in a narrow time interval and submission rate has also been precipitously increased in recent time. Article submission in JAMDSR has now crossed boundaries also; we have received articles from Malaysia, Turkey, and America besides India. Several International names with a very good name in scientific world has now also become as a part of our editorial board. We are very excited and are most encouraged by the response we have received.

The information era is upon us. Internet has become a part of our daily life, bringing the latest and wide ranging information to everyone's fingertips. Medical knowledge should be available to more than a privileged few. To meet the requirements of prestigious international indexing such as pubmed, current issue of journal is published in now HTML and e pub format also in addition to PDF. To keep contents with high scientific value editorial team is determined to have a stringent review policy system which will provide new dimensions to our journal to reach further milestones.

In current issue we are publishing 26 articles in addition to one Guest Editorial by Sir, Dr. Kishan Singh, Principal of SBB Dental
College, Ghaziabad. We have assimilated articles pertaining to different disciples of medical and dental sciences which are of current interest to readers.
I am sure you will go with our dream and vision of making this journal to be author’s first choice for publication. Hopefully we will achieve an impact factor for journal also in near future and include it in pubmed.
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I believe that you will continue to gain from the enormous knowledge available in this issue and I will look forward to your continued support and contribution to our Journal.